Summary of the updates in the Software License Terms & Terms of Service version 2.1

The Software License Terms & Terms of Service has been update to clearly distinguish between the Subscription License Model and the Cloud Subscription Model, in comparison to the previous version, the following changes have been implemented:

- Under 1.1 License Model, the subscription models have been split into two, clearly differentiating between on premise based subscription and cloud based subscription.

- Under 2.1 Definitions section 14 a definition of the Cloud Subscription Licence Model has been added.

- Under 4.3 in the License and use-rights, the section concerning use in multiple accounts within the same group have been clarified in regards to the on premise and cloud based license models.

- Under 7.5 in the Terms specific to Subscription License Model, the stipulations regarding term has been updated to align it to the current invoicing period of the Subscription License Model.

- Section 8 specifying the terms specific to Cloud Subscription License Model have been added.